CRITICAL LEARNING PERIOD

Song birds, or oscine Passeriformes, with fixed song
repertoires learn to sing in four steps. The steps are studied, in
part, because many linguists believe that these same four steps
describe human language acquisition.
The first step in song acquisition is called the critical
learning period. This is when chicks begin to recognize their
parents’ voices along with neighbors of the same species, and
they differentiate between those voices and other sounds.

*

My parents were married for three years before I was born,
and they lived together for almost three years after. The shape
and sound of their love is unknown to me. I have no idea how
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he courted her or when the courting became something else.
I do not remember the words they spoke to each other in the
days and months while I lay in my crib, listening.
I know what my mother said to me and what I said
back. These are stories I’ve heard often. Before I could talk,
I had night terrors, she tells me. I would scream inconsolably
in my sleep. The pediatrician said this was normal for some
babies.
She tells me about the day I choked on bottle milk
while lying in my crib, and how the sound of it sent her running
to me; how afterwards, I would choke and gag whenever I
wanted her to pick me up. It was a sound she could never
ignore, she says, eyes squinted theatrically at the memory of
my manipulation.
I would stand in my crib and yell (so early! so
advanced!) MOM. MOM. MOM. MOM. And then one day,
after a moment, DARLENE. I wonder, now, if I sounded like
my father when I said it.

SILENT STAGE

A chick in the silent stage of development might make alarm
sounds or cry for food, but it does not sing. This period can
last up to eight months. A number of ornithological research
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studies document that a range of memorization and
comprehension activities are occurring during this stage.

*

I would’ve been memorizing and comprehending while
my parents’ relationship collapsed. I have only two vivid
memories from that time, and both are soundless. One is
of watching Sesame Street while my mother did ‘70s-style
calisthenics in front of the couch, next to me. The other is of
my father throwing clothes out of a dresser drawer. For years,
this memory seemed to be of a comic gesture, something he
might have done to make me laugh. My point of view was
low-angled, as though I were standing in the doorway to
their room, which is long in my mind’s eye with dreamlike
perspective, like a hallway, at the far end of which was their
bed. The memory itself is just a flash, no more than a sixsecond clip of motion: arms, clothes arcing up and over. Years
later, after my mother told me about the night we left, the
nights leading up to our leaving, I realized that he was not
performing for me. He was tearing their shared bedroom
apart looking for evidence, for proof.

*
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the dogs
Our dogs don’t die; like dissidents, they disappear.
Lobo was returned while I was at school, to a log-and-shingle
house in the woods. My mother forgot to tell me, until I
started to make up his bowl of dog food and leftovers that
night. Pepper was stolen—by dog fighters, Tom muttered
as though he knew it for a fact. Her jaw was wide and she
was potato-tight with muscles, just what they wanted. Gus,
a bright, but over-sensitive mutt, lived a long time at my
grandparents’ after we re-located to a new state. He must
have died there among the blackberry vines and tansy.
But before them all: Baron. He was our first dog as a
new family. We got him when their baby was on the way.
My step-father named him after me (I saw once, on the
registration papers), a long complicated name full of dashes,
as my own had become. Baron was also taken—because of
his pedigree, his show quality, Tom lamented, because of
his beautiful lines. I remember this one photo: his daughter
from before and I standing over Baron, competing smiles
toward the picture-taker. I am happier, she seems to say.
No, me, I counter. It is one of only two photographs of
the both of us, the big sisters, and the only one I know of
that dog. He never was fully house-broken and then he was
gone. She moved away not long after the picture was taken.
In later family portraits, however, my mother, her husband,
their daughter, and I smile as though we are something
complete.
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Figure 4
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BONE

Great flocks of late summer vultures circle campus, worrying the
incoming freshmen.

The birds coast on thermal air currents, spiraling first up, and then,
in wider and wider circles, back down. Adults teach the fledglings by
example to conserve energy, to stretch their wings wide and rock along
the rising bubbles of warm air, rather than flap. The lessons are quiet,
graceful. As autumn takes over Laramie, the shorter days will mean less
sun to heat the ground; the thermal columns will be fewer, and the birds
will move south. And who among us hasn’t longed to escape one winter
or another?
When the vultures leave, the job of clean-up will be handed
back to the resident crows and ravens, who noisily announce even the
smallest fortune. New World vultures have no syrinx, or vocal chords.
They hiss in alarm and grunt or whine for any other need. And while
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I can see over a dozen from my office right now, I’ve yet to see them
hunched and flocked around any of the local roadkill: rabbits and
squirrels who, in a moment of bravery, sought the other side of the
street and failed. But neither have I ever seen a two-day old carcass. The
birds are modest in their efficiency.
And their efficiency is admirable. It takes only five hours for a
flock of Turkey vultures to dispatch the soft tissue on an adult human
corpse. We have forensic science to thank for that bit of trivia, useful
for interrogating what remains of us, in certain desert landscapes, for
the missing time between lost and found.
The term vulture comes from the Greek word, vulturus, or
“tearer.” Turkey vultures have a weak grip: they use their talons, not to
tear, but to hold bones down in the dust so the real work can be done
with their sharp, curved beaks. We call them scavenger, but this is too
unsympathetic a word for the service they provide. They dispatch that
which horrifies us so that we might imagine, for a moment, a world
where all rabbits are safe, where all roads are crossable. With their heads
jammed down in the literal heart of the matter, they tear and rip and
shred until every pliable, awful scrap is gone, and only hard whiteness
remains—here a thigh bone no longer connected to a hip bone, there
a mouth still full of teeth, the tongue long gone. Without vultures,
“‘Close to the bone’ would fall out of use as a measure of sharply felt
truth” says Lia Purpura, in her essay “On Coming Back as a Buzzard.”
Close to the bone is not a comfortable place to be. Close to the bone is
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where the hardest truths lie.
In my grandmother’s National Geographic Field Guide to the
Birds of North America, 1983 edition, she’s made four marks next to the
Turkey vulture entry. A check mark next to the bird’s name means that
at some point in the twenty-odd years that she kept track, she saw one.
A small star under the check means that she saw one on her property
in Estacada, Oregon. The property that is now, years later, mine. Based
on the map next to the description, the bird she saw was probably
there enjoying the temperate summer like Laramie’s vultures. It would
disappear south before the first hard frost.
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